Year 6 Creative Curriculum - Summer Term 2017
English
During this term, we will be creating and writing in a range of formats using texts and videos as a
stimulus.
Adventure Stories – Basing our writing on the text, The Railway Children by E Nesbit;
Rudyard Kipling’s Jungle Book;
Instructions and explanations linked to transition to secondary and science;
Theatre productions.
We will be continuing to learn:
To propose changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation;
To create and use a range of sentence structures;
To write by using a wide range of devices to build cohesion;
To use vocabulary and structures appropriate for dialogue;
To evaluate and edit by ensuring correct tense throughout a piece of writing.
Science Theme: Evolution and Inheritance
Within the theme of Evolution and inheritance, the children will be
learning to:






recognise that living things have changed over time and
that fossils provide information about living things that
inhabited the Earth millions of years ago;
recognise that living things produce offspring of the same
kind, but normally offspring vary and are not identical to
their parents;
identify how animals and plants are adapted to suit their
environment in different ways and that adaptation may
lead to evolution.

Design and Technology
Through the theme of healthy bodies, children will be focussing on
nutrition and cooking, and learning to:
-

understand and apply the principles of a healthy and
varied diet.

Maths
Throughout this term, the areas in maths that will be of focus include:
Place Value
Addition and Subtraction
Multiplicationa and division
Algebra
Games linked to reasoning in maths
Money Sense with Natwest – Fraud investigators
Enterprise
Maps involving co-ordinates, movement, angles
Children will be taking part in a range of problem solving activities and puzzles as well as ensuring that they
are ready for secondary school in all areas.

PE
For outdoor PE learning, children will be taking part in athletic
activities which will prepare them for Sports Day and Cricket after
May half term. For their indoor learning, the children will be taking
part in Real PE schemes of work to help develop agility, balance, and
co-ordination.

RE
Theme: Belief and Moral values
Key Question: Does belief in Akhirah (life after death) help
Muslims lead good lives?
Religion: Islam

Italian
This term, Italian will be taught by Maestra Stefania. They will be
revising vocabulary learnt so far this year and then continuing with
learning new vocabulary for everyday objects and phrases including
words linked to Summer.
Music
As part of year 6 music this term, we will be focussing on the song
‘Fresh Prince of BelAir’ as well as learning songs for the end of year
production. Children will learn to listen and appraise music, sing
along to well known songs, play instrumental parts, improvise using
voices, and create their own compositions.

Science Theme: Healthy Bodies
Whilst investigating the theme of Healthy Bodies, children will be
taught to:
identify and name the main parts of the human circulatory
system, and describe the functions of the heart, blood
vessels and blood;
recognise the impact of diet, exercise, drugs and lifestyle
on the way their bodies function;
describe the ways in which nutrients and
water are transported within animals,
including humans.
PSHE – Jigsaw
During the first half term, children will be learning about
relationships through PSHE lessons. They will be thinking about their
relationships with others, love, loss and how to stay safe with
electricity. During the second half term, children will learn about
changes they go through as they grow. They will learn about selfimage, puberty, ‘Girl/Boy talk’, conception and birth, attraction and
transition to secondary school.
Computing
Children will cover:
- Issues around digital photography and the sharing of images.
- How and why to maintain privacy online.
- How to deal with instant messages and text messages.
- Sending and receiving e-mail.
- Commenting on blog posts.
- Writing blog posts of their own.
Much of this will be done through the use of our John Rankin’s
learning platform, DB Primary.

